A layer-specific three-dimensional model for the simulation of balloon angioplasty using magnetic resonance imaging and mechanical testing.
A detailed understanding of the mechanical procedure of balloon angioplasty requires three-dimensional (3D) modeling and efficient numerical simulations. We have developed a 3D model for eight distinct arterial components associated with specific mechanical responses. The 3D geometrical model is based on in vitro magnetic resonance imaging of a human stenotic postmortem artery and is represented by nonuniform rational B-spline surfaces. Mechanical tests of the corresponding vascular tissues provide a fundamental basis for the formulation of large strain constitutive laws, which model the typical anisotropic, highly nonlinear, and inelastic mechanical characteristics under supraphysiological loadings. The 3D finite-element realization considers the balloon-artery interaction and accounts for vessel-specific axial in situ prestretches. 3D stress states of the investigated artery during balloon expansion and stent deployment were analyzed. Furthermore, we studied the changes of the 3D stress state due to model simplifications, which are characterized by neglecting axial in situ prestretch, assuming plane strain states, and isotropic material responses, as commonly utilized in previous works. Since these simplifications lead to maximum stress deviations of up to 600%-where even the stress character may interchange-the associated models are, in general, inappropriate. The proposed approach provides a tool that has the potential (i) to improve procedural protocols and the design of interventional instruments on a lesion-specific basis, and (ii) to determine postangioplasty mechanical environments, which may be correlated with restenosis responses.